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Ring as Proof of Death.
for "humiliating the empire" in the
cific lines in Mexico. It is thought ing me a poor man.
will go from there to Wagon Mound It Was Wealthy and Not Poorer that the visit of
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and other places on an inspection
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this ring was to be sent to Luigi Arena
Suffragettes Who
thing to do with a .flotation of
less Soldiers Are Withdrawn
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bonds which Finance Min- lowing me with the assassin's knife. lower house of the diet, the last day
in
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OF NEW AUTO DRIVE. tion made by the government regard- tia, mines 1 and 3 of the Superior committed by Arena and a few comfalling off in the co warranted it.
Teachers' association of Curry coun- Socialist vote
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with
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ceived here.
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Motor Drawing Cars Jumps Track and amusements of a seasonable nature
Negro Educator is Rapidly Recover- to the end
Denver, Colo., March 22. News has
94.1
$ 51,284.33
of.
Bernalillo
The proceedings were not resumed
in full operation and for those so in- just been. received here of the death to come without any question
Mine Supports Are Knocked
ing From Effects of Assault
57,096.47 9G.1
Chaves
in the afternoon, owing to the illness
Made on Him.
clined accommodations
for a dip in of Charles F. Shelby, formerly a chem- doubt:"
Down.
Colfax
54,424.20 97.7
General Bell said he had received a
New York, March 22. Booker T. of a juror.
22. Nine men the surf will be provided.
Prizes will ist at the Globe smelter in Denver,
March
Pittsburg,
85.6
19,470.85
Curry
,
were killed today in the Hazel 'mins be offered to automobile clubs in seal- who was killed in an automobile acci- number of letters from men who want Washington, negro educator, whose
Dona Ana
... 38,461.70 82.9 of the Pittsburg
COLLISION ON
and Buffalo Coal ed average time contests and one or dent near Lima, Peru. Shelby was ed to join a proposed Roosevelt Rough alleged assailant of Sunday night, Al HEAD-O91.8
32,858.50
Eddy
SOUTHERN PACIFIC.
at
East Cannonsburg, when two big runs conducted from the employed at the Globe smelter here' Riders brigade. One of these was bert Ulrich, was held yesterday for
Company
91.2
Grant
50,095.31
trial on the charge of assault, is still
the motor drawing the cars in which Coleman House on the beach front, about fifteen years ago. Later he from an army officer.
63.2
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Ariz., March
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they were riding jumped the track, which hostelry opens April 8 for the went to Arizona and then to Cananea
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Dr. was a head-o26,880.69
collision of a south
knocking down the supports and per entertainment of Easter guests. The Mexico. According to the account tion of any such company or of going ering rapidly from his injuries.
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entire city will be decorated in pur- given of his death, Shelby- was driv- to Mexico," continued General Bell. "1 Washington was gratified today to re- bound passenger and mixed train on
mitting the roof to fall.
96.9
McKinley . .
1S.760.85
ple and white. Over two hundred ing his automobile containing a par- will wait until the proper time arrives ceive a letter from President Taft in the Southern Pacific at Calabasas
Mora
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thousand yards of cheese cloth will be ty of friends between Ancon and and then I will do it and do it quickly. the President's handwriting in which Junction, ten miles north of Nogales,
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Otero
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DENVER GIRL ELOPES. employed In the mercantile section Lima. While running at a rate ex- There was some talk among the boys the President expressed sympathy for last night. The mail clerk and con
ductor were injured, but neither seri
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Denver, Colo., March 22. While all alone. The streets are to be festoon- ceeding fifty miles an hour, the about going to Albuquerque to meet and confidence in Dr. Washington.
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76.5
members of the family were asleep, ed with Easter colors and incandes- wheels struck sand that had drifted Mr. Roosevelt, but that was Just incent lights. All of the stores will over the railroad track, throwing the tended as a social, visit. You can POSTMASTER SOURS OF DENVER today. , No passengers were hurt.
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was not discovered until daybreak, MINERS qUTt BECAUSE
of Su- began December 13, ended for this
88.8
TaoB
8,113.83
proper time arrives he will get togctb, the discharge and prosecution
Two weeks ago, according to hej;
"
on a term of court today with the general
Wilson
of
Mails
80.3
BOARD IS POOR. CARNEGIE WILL GIVE GRAND
10,846.63
perintendent
Torrance ,
er some men. We may need 1,000,000
father, a
young man,
85.0
Union
26,825.08
will charge of theft. Sours held a short report of the special grand jury. The
all
nations
SECOND LIBRARY. o them-JUNCTION
Probably
driving a large automobile, called upconference with the postmaster gen- report disclosed that 2,148 indict74.9
Valencia ... '.
Trinidad, Colo., March 22. Twenty-fou- r
17,011.82
get on one side or the other."
on the girl. Both her father and
miners, employed in J..P. Morfew peo- eral today and later reviewed with the ments have been returned against
that
General
Bell
continued
22.J
Grand
March
Colo.,
mother
man
Junction,
are
convinced that this
chief inspector a report of a special 1,773 persons for vote selling.
coal mine at Wootton on the
Totals $690,182.85 87.3
Is responsible for her disappearance. gan's
Having outgrown her first Carnegie ple realize the size of the Japanese
-- 1910.
sent- to Investigate the Denver jury will be drawn for the completion
Colorado and New. Mexico line, have
Pet.
Amount
and
this
in
country
Grand
along agent
Junction, through the population
library,
Sours then departed for the of the Inquiry after the April term of
office.
46.S
food
the
Bernalillo
work,
served
19,100.72
declaring
quit
In
the
Mexico
and
....$
WOMAN WHIPS HER
city library board, has sent a request the west coast of
West. Postmaster General Hitchcock court.
45.9
at the company boarding house is un- to Andrew Carnegie for a donation of Hawaiian islands.
Chaves . . .
21,172.28
HUSBAND ON STREET.
said today he had not been able to ininsufficient.
Colfax ...
The $50,000 to build a second library. Car20,812:55 50.3
Denver, Colo., March 22. Mrs. Liz- satisfactory and
39.5
vestigate the Denver situation thorVeterinary Surgeon Is Fatally Kick7,766.15
Curry , ...
zie Oliver, 1354 Court Place, was fin men say they pay $1 a day for their negie contributed $8,000 for the li- REPORT OF RUSSIAN'S DEATH
41.1
Dona Ana ..
14,453.61
GREATLY EXAGGERATED, oughly, but thought it all the criticism ed H. Notrip, a veterinary, died at
ed $10 and costs In municipal court board and do not receive enough "to brary erected five' years ago, but this
could be made was in regard to Silver City from the effects of a kick
41.9
.
11,662.76
on a charge of whipping her husband, keep a bird alive." Others are threate- building Jias been outgrown.
Eddy
CarnePeking, March 22. Rumors that M that
B4.4
Grant
Russian minister to evident lax administration on the part he received from a horse, which he
22,888.91
William Oliver, In public.
She was ning! to leave the camp. The Morgan gie, In a letter to the library board, Korostovetz,
38.9
6,558.07
Guadalupe ...
belaboring him with a strap when mine is under the general manage- Indicates that he will make the sec- China, has been murdered in this of the postmaster. It was hardly was attempting to treat Notrip lived
that was sufficient to call for in Silver City for about ten years. His
Lincoln . .
39.9
Patrolman Higdon interfered and ment of Colonel J. A. Owenby, former- ond donation if the conditions are
8,881.34
city is untrue. He Is enjoying good thought
a fthnnfro n tliA hnH nf this nfflra
relatives live near Waco, Texas.
. . ; . . . . 11,037.92
50.6
health.
Tuna
placed her under arrest.
ly of Boulder.
San Miguel

Collections Santa Fe
Percentage
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Compares Favorably With Socorro
Taos
That of Last Year
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The Cause of Colds

THE LITTLE STORE

Good Advice Regarding the
Prevention of Coughs and
Colds

If people would only fortify and
strengthen the system, the majority
of cases of coughs, colds and pneuThese
monia
might be avoided.
troubles are frequently due to weakness, which produces a catarrhal
condition of the mucous membrane,
which is an internal skin of the body.
When this skin is weakened it
becomes easily infected with germs
which cause many of the diseases
Healthy
to which flesh is heir.
mucous membranes are essential
safeguards of the body s general
health.
which we
We have a remedy
DAY TO
MARCH 17th
honestly believe to be unsurpassed in
for the prevention of
excellence
coughs, colds and all catarrhal conditions. It is the prescription of a
famous physician, who has an enviable reputation of thirty years of
cures gained through the use of this
WW. Southern Corner Plaza. Senta Fe.
Telephone No. 4a
formula.
We promise to make no
charge for the medicine should it
WE GI VE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
fail to do as we claim. We urge
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES
everybody .who has need of such a
medicine to try Rexall Mucu-TonIt stands to reason that we could
not afford to make such statements
and give our own personal guar
antee to this remedy if we were not
prepared to prove the reasonableness of our claim in every particular,
and we see no reason why any one
should hesitate to accept our offer and
try it. We have two sizes of Rexall
Mucu-Tonprices 50 cents and $1.00.
bottle is sufficient
CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC Sometimes a
FRESH CAKES
FRESH PIES
to give marked relief. As a general
thing the most chronic case is relieved
with an average of three large botYou can obtain Rexall Remetles.
SMOKED BLOATERS FOR LENTEN OBSERVERS
dies in Santa Fe only at our store
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
The Rexall Store. The Fischer Drug

We Have

Sweet Peas Seeds

JBulkjand Packages
25 Varieties.
PLANTTHEM

THE

llmter

Grocery Co.

Louis Napoleon
Groceries and Delacatessen
EVERY DAY

Company.

12

ins by 32 ins 65c

THE DAILY BQiJND

LIBERAL DISCOUNT
DOZ. LOTS
IN

UP.

-2

Playthings.
Pennants and Pillow Covers for schools,
By Maude A. Black in the Smart Set.
Pennants
Auto
homes.
and
colleges
By a flower, a glance, a sigh,
For sale in curio, dry goods, stationery
Hardly won,
You vow to love me till you die
Material and workmanship the best. Made in Santa Fe by
Pouf! 'Tis done.

and variety stores.
436 CanonRoad

FRANK F. GORMLEY,

Wholss?!e
&

Phone Blk

I look another way, and now
Smile and sigh
Listen to another vow.
And so pass by!

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

FOOD.

All Kinds of Flowers and
ALFALFA SEED
Garden and Field Seeds in Bulk and Package.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

GRAIN HOUSE IN BANT A PE"

LEO HERSCH

Hearts are brittle things, they say,
Rare and fine
But why should I heed theirs if they
Heed not mine?
May Raise Rice Experts are look
ing into the proposition of raising rice
in the swampy fields along the Rio

Sole Agents For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK

SES145

We were only playing then
Why not so?
Who cares about a heart wound when
It does not show?

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retai

6619

K145

Grande below Albuquerque.
Marriage Licenses The following
couples were granted marriage licenses at Raton: Benito Mares and
Sandoval of Trinidad; Elfino
Polaco and Tranquilina Apodaca
of
Dawson; Edwin Skinner and Pearl

Carter

of

Raton.

WOMAN'S GREATEST TROUBLE.
Big Sandy, Tenn. Mrs. Lucy
of this place, says: "livery two
weeks, I had to go to bed and stay
there several days. I suffered untold
Nothing seemed to help me
misery.

ells of the forest service, with headquarters at Silver City, has been going
over the records of the land office at
l.as Cruces for the purpose of securing
(he data in reference to the alienated
lands in the Gila national forest. The
forestry department has no data on
these land and Mr. Hovell3 will be
busy nearly all week as he expects to
get complete reports of all entries
made, to keep on HI1 at the department office in Silver City.
Oscar Snow Sells Hay to the Federals Oscar Snow, the Mesilla valley Alfalfa King, is supplying the Mexican federal army with alfalfa for its
Mr.
cavalry and artillery horses.
Snow has shipped $2,000 worth of hay
through the Mexican custom house in
The line was
Juarez for Chihuahua.
cut and the hay whs set out on a
There was where
siding in Juarez
Oscar got busy.
He made a dicker
with the federal (commander
and
sold him the entire shipment of hay
for the Mexican army.

Can-trel-

until I tried arduL the woman's
Although I had been afflicted
for
weaknesses
with
womanly
several years, Cardul helped me more
It is
than anything else ever did.
surely the best tonic for women on
earth." Weakness is woman's greatest trouble. Cardui is woman's greatest trouble. Cardui Is woman's great-tha- t
weakness and
brings back
In the past 50 years Car
strength.
dui helped over a million women
Try it for troubles today.

LUMBER

&

COAL YARD

Established 1856.

tic.
Missing Woman at Las Vegas It Is
believed that Mrs. Elsie B. Wertz, who
left her home in Denver, March 14, is
in Las Vegas and is wandering around
in a demented condition.
Big Mallett Jumps Track One of
the Santa Fe's big new Mallett locomotives jumped the track at Fulton,
south of La3 Vegas, yesterday,
just

Recruiting in New Mexico Private
G. H. Green, of the Kl Paso recruiting
office, left Monday for Silver City on
an advertising trip. He will be joined by private S. Urooks, of the Dent-

Next week there will
ing station.
be opened in Las duces a recruiting
station for the United States army, in
charge of one of the officers who has
been stationed at El Paso for the past
two years.
Two years ago was the
last time that there was a recruiting
office in Las Cruces. Spanish speak
ing applicants are to be given the

Incorporated 1903

White Goods For Spring
Our beautiful lines for Spring represent the most complete assortment
of choicest White Frabrics both
fancy and plain. We show the best
of geverything for Waists, Gowns,
Undermuslins Childrens wear etc.

far the thieves have not attempted to
any house. Las Vegas Op- burglarize
.

I

Z3, 1911.

Seligman Bros. Co.

tonic.

India Linons
Dotted Swisses
Nainsook
Poplin

Persian Lawns
Long Cloth
Flaxon
Voile

Batiste

Dimity
after passenger train No. 10 had passed that station. The monster engine
tore up the track but nobody was injured. The wrecker was sent out and
it was intended to repair the track and A Great Array of Dainty Materials Temptingly Priced
put the engine back on the rails with
as little delay as possible. The Mat
lett is one of the largest engines ol
preference.
that type owned by the Santa Fe and
FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING DRY GOODS HOUSE I
CITY
Fireman Has Three Toes Cut Off
was completed by the Baldwin works
T. G. Wickham, 22 years old, a Santa
was
a
It
short time ago.
being
only
P. O. Box 219
Phone 39
Fe fireman, had three toes and a Snt south for service when it jumped
piece of his right foot cut off at Albu- tie track,
querque as the result of an unfortun- ate accident.
Wickham was stand-anqtHER DAUGHTER OF
ing on tne running uoiira oi a switcn
BRYAN TO BE MARRIED.
engine which was plying in the upper
a
fireman
"student"
yards,
passing
Lincoln, Nebr., March 22 Mr. and
coal for him in the cab.
In some
manner Wickham lost his balance and Mrs. William J. Bryan announce the
fell off the board, a wheel passing engagement of their daughter Grace
Dexter to Mr. Richard Lewi3
over a portion of his foot.
son of Mary A. E. Hargraves
Given Naturalization
t3ix
Papers
The marriage will take
men were given citizenship papers by of Lincoln.
The two have
early in June.
Judge Ira A. Abbott at Albuquerque place
been sweethearts from school days.
Father
rector
of
yesterday:
Capilupi,
church of San Felipe de Neri, becomes The bride to be is twenty years old,
a citizen of the I'nited Stages at the and has always been her father's fa
The groom was born and
vorite.
age of 73 years. Joseph Slansky, age
He is twenty-severeared
Lincoln.
in
33, a native of Austria; Fred Tagliaof age, treasurer of the Haryears
ferri, aged 27, a native of Italy; Franand a
cis McGough, aged 49, a native of Ire- graves mercantile company
of the Wesleyan Military
graduate
land; Fritz Lehmann, aged 31, a native
111.
of Switzerland; Bernard J. Kerlex academy of Upper Alton,
aged 28, a native of Ireland.
Las Vegas May Get Experimental
$100 'REWARD, $100.
The readers of this paper will he
Farm To consider the acceptance of
a proposal for the establishment of a pleased to learn that there is at least
government experimental farm near one dreaded disease that science has
Las Vegas, the board of directors of been able to cure in all its stages, and
the Commercial club will meet Friday that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
evening in special session. George A. is the only positive cure now known
Fleming, secretary of the club, re- to the medical fraternity. Catarrh beFOR YOUR GARDEN DON'T YOU NEED A WHOLE LOT OF
cently received a letter from the dean ing a constitutional disease, requires
Hall's
of the New Mexico agricultural college a constitutional treatment.
NEW TOOLS?
WE HAVE THEM, DON'T BORROW YOUR NEIGHBOR'S.
at Mesilla park. The letter suggested Catarrh Cure is taken internally, actWE DO NOT GO TO SEED" IN OUR BUSINESS, BUT KEEP UP
that Las Vegas would be able to se- ing directly upon the blood and muTO DATE WITH ALL THE RELIABLE BRANDS OF HARDWARE
cure the establishment of an experi- cous surfaces of the system, thereby
IN ABUNDANCE.
mental farm if it would go after it. Ac- destroying the foundation of tha discording to the letter It would be neces- ease, and giving the patient strength
sary for Las Vegas to furnish the land by building up the constitution and
Wood-Davi- s
Co.
e
in doing its work.
while the government would pay for assisting
so
The
much
in
have
faith
Proprietors
all improvements and for maintaining
its curative powers that they offer
the farm.
If Its Hardwark We Have it.
One Hundred Dollars for any case
Empty Beer Bottle Rate Reduced
Phone 14.
Phone 14.
In his fight against the E. P. & S. W. that it fails to cure. Send for list ot
railroad for reduction in the rate testimonials.
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
charged on empty beer bottles from Ohio.
Capitan, Lincoln county, to El Paso,
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Rufus B. Daniel won. The case was
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
heard by the interstate commerce
WHOLESALE
commission October 10. The railroad pation.
AND RETAIL
company was charging 94 cents per
100 pounds on empty beer bottles from
RATON
HACK LINE
Capitan, New Mexico, to El Paso, and WOOD'YS
YANKEE
the commission ordered the rate re1

i
j

Har-grave-

i

n

-

Hardware

na-ur-

Race Promoter Pleads Guilty
Richard W. DeNeff, a horse race pro
moter,
pleaded guilty in federal
court at Albuquerque to the charge
of riding on an interstate pass to
which he was not entitled, and was
fined $500.
Curry Summoned to Washington
A report circulated yesterday has it
that
George Curry has duced to 15 cents.
been asked to go to Washington, D.
Sneak Thieves at Las Vegas The
C, for a conference with Chief Ed attention of the police is called to
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
wards of the Bureau of Insular Af sneak thieves who are nightly operat
mine run coal
of building material
fairs, and is to be offered a commis- ing in the residence sections of Las
sion in the Philippines.
Vegas. Refrigerators on back porches
YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
Colonel John McCrory Oead Col. are being relieved of their contents,
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
John McCrory, a Silver City pioneer, chickens stolen from poultry houses
dead after a brief illness with and other depredations committed. So
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
He was seventy years
pneumonia.
old and had lived in Silver City for
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
35 years.
He had made at least two PAZO OINTMENT Is
guaranteed to cqp
fortunes out of mine operations, but any case of Itching. Blind,
Bleedingor Pro
Piles in 6 to 14 days or money re- had lost his money and died a poor trading
lundea, 50e.
man.
Relieved of Valuables T. J. Leon
We Have Built Up
ard reported to the police at El Paso
that he had been relieved of $16 In
money and a railroad ticket to Cut
ter, Sierra county. He met a supposed
&
Galisteo
Sts.
Corner Water
friend and after purchasing two sad
-:
dies which he shipped to his home,
Phone Black 109.
he missed the train and walked about
town with the man whom he suspects
relieved him of his cash and ticket.
Death of Health Seeker Miss F.
E. Fenton
died yesterday in the
Becker hospital at Las Vegas where
she had been for some time. Miss
ROSES. CARNATIONS, NARCISSUS, DAFFODILS
Fenton was a healthseeker and had
been in Las Vegas several years. She
SWEET PEAS, VIOLETS, HYACINTHS
x ::
is survived by wealthy relatives in
DESIGNS.
FUNERAL
Canada and the body likely will be
WEDDING BOUQUETS, TABLE DECORATIONS,
sent there for burial.
WE HANDLE LUMBER
Traveling Elk and Mason Insane-He- nry In
V.
BOYLE, Mgr.
large quantities and have avery
THE CLARENDON GARDEN R.
Sanders of California,
Mo., modern
facility for furnishing the
Phone Black 12.
was taken off Santa Fe train No. 2
best nugh or dressed
very
at 4:05 p. m. at Albuquerque in a deLumber
Sanders wag
ranged state of mind.
We ara thus
lieved the exodus is based on war en route from Ixis Angeles to Mis- of every description.
JAPANESE MINERS LEAVE
enabled to make the very best prices
Orientals
and
the
souri,
wife
rumors
his
received
accompanied by
by
TRINIDAD COAL MINES.
Some distance west of for Lumber of such high grade,
from their countrymen on the Pacific two children.
V.Te will be pleased to figure on your
Trinidad, Colo., March 22. Two coast. Scarcely twenty Japs remain Albuquerque he became mentally un contracts.
Sanders is a member of
hundred or more Japanese miners, in this section, according to the mine balanced.
who have been employed in this dis officials. Most of them went to Cali- the Elks and of the Masons.
Settlers on Gila Forest C. M. Howtrict, have disappeared, and it is be fornia or to El Paso.

EUGENIO ROMERO

WEDNESDAY, MARCH

Screened

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol
the north bound train and arrive at

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithisg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

FSitlTSSSS
Telephone

Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good
teams.

THOMAS P. DELGAD0, Mgr.

TH5.33.g-

i

engi
FARE

-

AaxLm

Lump

CERRILLOS

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

to Mak FjtB

Goxnfoxta.'kla,

$5.00

Santa Fe Plumbing House

Pftl?

C

A

1 13

jllX

ImpCYed and unimproved City Property,
a"nd Ranches; Also a number of the finest

Orchards

Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain."
Modern Residences for Rent.

Plumbing, Heating
and Repairing
:-

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

CUT FLOWERS-- -

I

I

i

MARCH

OOKS

Pharmacy

Phone 213

Charles W . Dudrow
t

tn

WINDS

S330f

THE RIG YOU WANT
is here. Whether it he a runabout,
buggy, surrey or road wagon, we
can furnish you with one that will
make your drive a pleasure.
OUR LIVERY STABLE
caters to those who want a flrst-clas-s
outfit. All of our horses are
live ones, and sleek in appearance.
We will fill your order promptly,
satisfactorily and at a moderate price.

B. P. WILLIAMS

Succesor to

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL
UP

'Phone

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

--

Wtea fa Itetf f Anyttrtnr
tofteyVESy. LKL
Drivers Farabted.
Dm Caspar Are.

WILLIAMS & RISINQ

TTM

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
HAZEL
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep,
:
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213
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cowpuncher as a curiosity, almost,"
said a cattle buyer. "I hear they are
aoesirt
pay.
Waiting
trying to get the 'flour millers' state
If you neglect the aching back,
association to meet tnere and that fact
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely
just about tells the story. Wheat, infollows.
The People's Common Sense Medical Adviser, in Plain
stead of beef, that is the crop today
Doan's Kidney Pills relieve backM. u..
r.nglish, or Medicine Simplified, by K. V. fierce, and
of
Sur
farmers
down there, and the rush
ache,
Quel Consulting Physician to the Invalids' Hotel
Cure every kidney
to the Texas Penhandle means the
gical Institute at riutlalo, a door oi juuo large paj;cs ana
to
any one sending 21
over 700 illustrations, in strong paper covers,
Fe citizens endorse them.
same in other states that once were
of
only, or, in I rench Cloth binding for 31 stamps.
cost
cover
to
mailing
btamps
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo St, Santa
of
cattle
The number
cattle states.
Over 680,000 copies of this complete Family Doctor Book were sold in cloth
Fe, N. M., says: "I deem It a pleason the farms and ranches in Wj was
Afterwards, one and a half million copies
binding at regular price of $1.50.
stateure to corroborate the public
revised edition is now ready
a million head less than in HiOS
were given away as above. A new,
nearly
Kidment I gave In favor of Doan's
for mailing. Better send NOW, before all are gone. Address World's Disin 1910 the decline was even
and
I
pensary Medical Association, K. V. Pierce, M. I)., President, Buffalo, N. Y.
ney Pills about seven years ago.
There is only one result,
greater.
found them to be an excellent remedy
be higher later on, alwill
DR. PIERCE'S FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION
beeves
and I have never hesitated to vouch
months catnext
few
for
the
THE
ONE REMEDY for woman's peculiar ailments good enough
though
for their merit when an opportunity
There
tle
that its makers are not afraid to print on its outside wrapper its
prices will be on a sag.
two
For
years
has been presented.
has got to be a lively increase in beef
every ingredient. No Secrets No Deception.
I was in bad shape from backache and
on the farms to maks up for
growing
KidTHE ONE REMEDY for women which contains no alcohol and
kidney trouble and when Doan's
Connecticut, Vermont, Virginia, North
such changes as have taken place in
no
drugs. Made from native medicinal forest roots
ney Pills were brought to my notice,
MisCarolina, Kentucky, Tennessee,
the
range country of other days. The
not
them.
only
to
of well established curative value.
21
dolresolved
Millions
They
of
March
try
I
Members
22.
Chicago,
March
have
souri and Arkansas,
Washington,
through lars a
growers of beef will be well paid."
drove away the backache, but regu- of congress interested in building up
year will be Iopied off the bills
lated the passages of the kidney se- a more efficient means of defense, a their governors, refused to turn out for electric lights in Chicago and Reports of the United States
of Agriculture show that the catthe militia when called upon by the
cretions and toned up my entire sys- better and
SUNDAY SCHOOL WORKERS
COKE OVENS AT
larger army, are making president to do so. Other states have other cities of Its size by au improve-- ! tle other than milch cows numbered
WILL PASS THROUGH.
tem. When my back hC3 bothered me
GARDINER HAVE RESUMED.
obscure inventor in
an
ment
made
enacted
laws
by
to
have
preparations
interfered with the federal
47.131.000 in 1 00!) as compared with
during the past two and a half years, that will materially change the status greatly
the lamps or bulbs which are used.
of
use
in
In
its
in
1906.
either
WyoMontana,
militia,
51.566,000
government
No Doubt Many of Them Will Also Brilliant Mines Are to be
I have at once taken Doan's Kidney of
has been combined with
the national guardsmen.
by raising objections or obstacles, orj Durability
ming and other cattle states, the
Visit Santa Fe on Their Way
Pills and they have never failed to
and Production to be Fifteen
As it is at present, the- - president by forcing the service of troops not the production of high candle-powe- r
changes show the inroads of the farmto
the
Coast,
Hundred Tons a Day.
bring reller."
of
a
small
ot
war
and
time
in
with
States
United
light
consumption
of the
desired.
er with cows instead of beeves, a deFor sale by all druggists. Price BO
current.
out the national
The
to
call
no
tragile
tungsten
lamps
has
power
of
beef
of
cattle
the number
cline
The old law did not require the
cents.
Co., Buffalo.
The coke ovens at Gardiner, Colfax
Albuquerque, March 22. Members
which were hailed as a great improveas is the general impression.
and increase in the number of cows, of the New Mexico
to consult the governors
New Tork, sole agents for the United guard,
were opened this week after
president
School
county,
ment
but
Sunday
which
war
should
break
out,
proved
impractical
The president,
and enormous increase in the acreage Association have
with reference to turning out the milStates.
begun to make plans lying idle for the past four months.
because of the short life and high cost
to
the
call
would
have
upon
governors
and
Doan's
in
crop.
Remember the name
itia. He could issue 1he call lirecf, of the
for the holding of a big rally here on As soon as the ovens are placed In
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I feel strong, well and more active Panhandle Cattle Growers Association
N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passengv.
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heated, righted and modern in all resthan I have for years. . Every run will be held at El Paso, which is not BLACK FROST KILLS
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pects.
down or debilitated person should in the "Panhandle" at. all. They dwell
GEORGIA PEACH CROP. land Railroads and the Atchison, To- - train at Vaughn, also to connect with
REGENTS--E
A. CAB00N President.
just give Vinol a trial." K. Allsbrook. on the fact that ten years ago the
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torpeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
(We guarantee this testimonial to be greatest cattle shipping point in the
W, G. HAMILTON,
Macon, Ga., March 22 That 75 per
Leaves Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., ar rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comgenuine.)
world was Amarillo, for that was the cent of the peach crop in middle rive in Roswell at 3:30 p. m
J. p. will it, Treasurer;
municating with Manager of the Ros-What Vinol did for Mr. AMsbrook heart of the great free range country Georgia has been destroyed and that
W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m., ar-- ' ,well Auto Co , at Roswell, N. M., at
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and W. A. 1 INLAY.
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To show our faith we will furnish the cher has either had to turn to farm- J. W. Baird, of Fort Valley, Ga., a
each regular ticket, excess baggagijl fewer passengers to either point.
logue address. Col. J AS. W. WILSON.
medicine free if It does not do as we ing the thousands of acres in his one- well known orchardist, as a result of
Superintendent.
claim. Come in and get a bottle " on time pastures or retreat further west the "blaclj; frost," which visited middle
these terms. Capital Pharmacy, "
tms year Amaruio would stare at a Georgia,
first president, said of the militia:
"To place any dependence upon mili-- ELEGTRIG LIGHI
tia is resting upon a broken staff."
So severe has been criticism of the
militia during every national conflict,
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that, as wars have occurred, less and
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It, until finally, at the end of every
Present Legislation Pronoun- war, the enure uurueu uas m every Millions Dollars Also to
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Consumers in
ced Very Imperfect by
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The militia organized under the old
Military Experts
laws, and the national guard of today,
however, are very different, so differDEGREE
GUARD ent, in fact, that it may not be con' EXPOSURE OF THIRD
PRESIDENT
sidered altogether fair to class them
together.
He Has No Power to Call It The principal defect in the old law, Big Cattle Ranches of Southwest Have Reached Their
according to army experts, was that it
Out in Time of
divided responsibility. 'Massachusetts.
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War.
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Reliable

C.

Light Company

-:-

-

-:-

-

.

San Francisco St.

A New Lot of Small

Extra Fancy

Gray Navajos here this Week. Be
Sure to see them before they all go.

H. S. KAUNE & CO.

Call

-

PAPAGO INDIAN BASKETS

City Eggs - - 35c Dz
Kansas Egg 25 & 30c Dz

and See
them in

:-

Fine New Line of

but we do not recommend
the use of cheap canned goods
at any time.

Santa

ectnc service

For Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

A

FADS--ALS- O

YONTZ,

Jewler.

Have cheaper Canned Goods

GOODS

E

NEWEST

NEW LINE OF ATTRACTIVE HAT PINS

GROCERS.

ANp

A

WE ALSO

By

Santa Fe Water

P. P. LACASSAGNE.

CHEAP

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

We a?e A gents

LADIES ARE ESPECIALLY

DRUGGISTS"

VAUDRAY

HENRY BERNSTEIN

Hour

asm

REDEMPTION

.

scouring

CORRICK'S HACK UNE SEgg",

gSilLW

a diamond from a. patient at the
Santa Fe hospital here, and who was
caught- - at Las Vegas while attempt-

T the country in all directions and the

ASSURED

Next

l--

M., March

OLQA

in the

:

Commencing

501--

.

h

THE

PRICE MAKER

BUTT BROS CO.
West Side Plaza.

89

48

ELKS' THEATRE
Wed. March 29th

Phone Black No. 52

PUMPS,

July

901-8l--

get-awa- y

Manager,
&

GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Wheat May
Chicago, March 22.

May 31; July 30
Albuquerque,
May 16.70; July 16.12-1-2- .
of
locks
their steel cells
Forcing the
May 8.85; July 8.771-2- .
and cutting through the heavy bars of
May 9.30; July 8.821-2- .
an outer window, nine prisoners made
WOOL MARKET.
their escape from the Bernalillo counMo., March 22
StLouist,
Wool,
in
Old
ty jail
Albuquerque about 2:30
this morning. The break was discov unchanged; territory and western me
ered almost before the men had made diums 1922; fine mediums 1G18
their
and a strong force of fine 1213.
LIVESTOCK.
under
direction
deputies
of Under
Kansas City, Mo., March '22. Cattle
Sheriff Fred Heyn, at once took the
Receipts G,000, including 700 southtrail of the fugitives.
The men were all held on felony
charges and were awaiting action of
the grand jury. Among them were:
ineoaore Hlckson, arrested recently
at Mogollon on a charge of wife
abandonment.
man rueui.es, neia tor Dreaking a
seal of a merchandise car on the San
ta Fe railway.
Joe Grimes and Thomas Hart, UnitFirst Appearance Here
ed States prisoners, held for robbing
the safe, of the John Becker store at
The Greatest Emotional
Belen and also charged with the robbery of the postoffice at Fort SumActress
ner.
Walter Miller and Roy Fuller, arrested at Gallup for the burglary of
a store on South First street, this
(Liebler & Co., Managers)
,
city. ;
in a new Drama
Gray,
charged with the theft of
pari
N.

JOSEPH B.

C
vU.

V

as

Who
Among Them Were
Have Served Time in the TerriINSURANCE.

cording toour knowledge
and experience. drugs
this means the best
sults to both doctor and

with as little delay

at Honest Prices.

FURNITURE

H. lUNHiCIIU

TO OPEN SPRING SEASON WE WILL HAVE

want we'll get it

of all Kinds

Carpets Etc.

MV v

T,

J

H.

LOUIES BUILDER

patient.
haven't got what

21-43-- 8

Is

the World

the

Q

irr.;i2 f:

THE MASTER

Exactly what our quality
means. We have only

O

Buors,

COME IN AND SEE OUR STOCK BEFORE YOU BEGIN YOUR
SEWINQ, IT WILL PAY YOU WELL.

The Best

T
U

Furniture and House Furnishings

WE ALSO CARRY THE TISSUE VOILE

j

j

i

-

j

Sales Agents

''li-J-

s

!

i

i.

U. & FIDELITY & GUARANTY

SANTA

heavy-packer-

g

General Agents

MUTUAL

colorings, appropriate for a thousand
- per yd. 15 and 25c
different purposes
Linen finish gingham, very handsome
and cheap at
per yd. 17c
Lawn5 and batiste, you all know the satisfaction to be had from them per yd.
An excellent line of linens in white and
25c up
plain colors

j

)

-

per yd. 25 to 40c
Beautiful Appearance: Unexcelled in Wearing
Qualities Laundries Like New
ZEPHYR GINGHAMS, in all the newest

j

C

-

The New Material

j

j

O

Waists and

For My Lady's Spring and Summer

rre

STEPHENS. Cashier,
GRiFFIN, Asst. Cashier

W. E.

MISS A. MUGLERl

Pins!
Belts, Belt Pins
and Other Novelties.

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAUGHLIN,

PERSONAL MENTION.

Judge J. C. Roberts and Fined
Charles Bocker, clothing salesman
for Contempt.
j
of New York city, is at the I'ala'.e.
Because they tarried too freely durDenMr. and Mrs. A. C. Williams of
ing the recent session of the district
ver are sightseers at the Montezuma. court for Union county, Elfego Ar-- J
j
Also, as new line of
C. L. Walker, a government em- guella and Telesfor
were
Jimenez
is
at
the
Montezuma.
Veil
of
Denver,
called before the court by Judge Clarploye
Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Nolan and fiva ence J. Roberts in Clayton, to answer
year old son, ot Chicago, are spend the charge of contempt. Two men
ing a 'week with Mrs. Nolan's brother, named Haley and McCann were on Always a Welcome at Our Store
E. J. Eame8, on the Arroyo Hondo.
trial for cattle stealing. Arguella and
C. R. W:t?e. a dental salesman is! Jimenez are said to have made the
from Denver. He is at tiie Pal-- j statement that they had plenty of ems. Market steady. Native steers
lace.
money for the purpose of corrupting $3.35(5 0.5(1; southern steer3 $4.75fi)
; John H.
Young, a well known mer - witnesses in the case. When Arguella 6.00; southern cows heifers $3.25 ff
chant of Questa, Taos county, is at was first brought into court he was 5.40; native cows heifers $316;
'in an intoxicated condition and Judge Blockers feeders $4.50fi6.00; bulls
the Coronado hotel.
H. H. Taylor o! El Paso and W. H. Roberts ordered him taken to jail $4.00 5.25; calves $4.507.25;
westTaylor of Albuquerque, Ijjta salesmen. and kept there until he was able to ern cows $:5.25'ff5.25.
are at the Palace hotel.
On the following day the
appear.
Hogs Receipts 11,000. Market five
riaI ws held, the two men proving to higher; Bulk $G.G5gC.75;
Don Manuel S. Salazar of Chamita,
one of New Mexico's old timers, is in strong witnesses against themselves. $c.0 6.70
butchers $G.G5
Santa Fe for four days on business.
Arguella was given a nne ot Su') and C.SO; light $6.700.80.
giv- days in Jail. Jimenez was
W. A. Cameron, travs-'lnMarket ten
Sheep Receipts 9,000.
passenger thirty
.... ..... .1 ..
.
t
1,
H- r....
ii,i.-en
ii
ua.a
in
ofFe
it
t0 h,(jhnr! Muttons I4.ffj;,.2r.of
lnmlm
Santa
ai.il
the
wliosa
jaii
agent
fi
fice is at El Paso, is at the Montezu- man also was obliged to pay thej tr
...pti,,,,,, ..nri Vparlini?K
f.,
costs in the actions.
5.7.ri
ffil U'f5trn ewfn Zl'tiZ
ma.
T
.
ir.......
Tt....tn
mums ue
l.viniiiii n
Ill
mulls,
Cattle Re- .,,h
Mr. and Mrs. Ross McMillan are and V. M. Davisleim
were haled into court
steady to shade
registered at the Palace hotel. They for refusing to have their children ceipts 14.000. Market
off. Beeves $5.1 o ft G. 70; Texas steers,
came upfrom Albuquerque yesterday, vaccinated
Bruns demanded a jury
won. unaries a. omess, president or trial. Th evidence was so- - strong $4.40(f( 5.5ii; western steers $4.75i
the constitutional convention, who against Bruns that Judge Roberts in- 5.75; stockers and feeders $ LOO'S
was here yesterday, has returned to structed the jury to return a verdict 5.75; cows and heifers, $2.C0'?i 6.75;
his home in Las Vegas.
of guilty. Brans 'was lined $23 and calves $4.75 7.25.
Market
Hogs Receipts
20,000.
tha
"Miguel A. Otero, of Santa Fe, ex- - costs. Davis, after witnessing
governor and the present territorial trial of Bruns withdrew his plea of five to higher. Light $0.75 & 7.1 5;
C.t0? 7.20;
$0.50
heavy
treasurer, was a business visitor here not guilty and pleaded guilty to the!miX0(1
today. Mr. Otero was a resident of charge. He was fined $10 and costs'690: rough $0.DOftG.G5; good to choice
Las Vegas at one time." Las Vegas and given 10O days in jail. The fines heavy $0.65(Tt G.90.
Market
and jail sentences were remitted but! Sheep Receipts
14,000.
Cpt'c.
Charles F. Rudulph of Rociada, San the men were required to pay the!steadyNative $3.00(55.15;
western
Miguel county, submitted to a surg-- j costs. They were also required to $;5.25(S5.30;
yearlings $i.75Q5.G0;
ical operation at tne i.as Vegas nos-- i present to the court certificates
to lambs, native $5.00G.40; western
pital. His condition was reported as the effect their children had been vac-- ! $5.23G.55.
satisfactory. Mr. Rudulph is an old- - clnated, which they did with no de
timer and has many friends in Santa lay.
Fe.
An amusing incident
in
occurred
"J. E. Clark, territorial superin connection with the trial of Johnson
tendent of public instruction, was in C. Farris, who was charged with unthe city yesterday, showing the fine lawfully killing cattle. Farris had
roints of the Carter car for which been indicted on this charge and the
he is agent in the territory. He trial had progressed for some hours
drove over from Santa Fe in his auto- when the evidence brought out that
of
mobile. He is on his way to Wagon the animal Farris was accused
Mornd." Las Vegas Ontic.
shooting had not died. The case was
Colonel W. S. Hopewell returned dismissed immediately.
Estel Holland, A. Gutierrez and Elyesterday from an extended visit to
best--selected
acPittsburg, New York, and other east- mer Elkins pleaded guilty to selling
liquor without; a license and were
ern points on important business.
fined $50 and costs. The men, it is al"District Supervisor Hugh H. Cal
had been
selling a mixture
kins of the Pecos national forest, with leged,
called mead and' malt, which is said
In
headquarters at Santa Fe, arrived in to drive out of their normal senses
Albuquerque this morning and will be men who drink It.
redetailed to the district office for a
short time." Albuquerque Herald.
Judge A. H. Harllee of Silver City,
who was a member of the constitutional convention, is dangerously ill at
MONEY AND METALS.
his home with pneumonia.
New York, March 22. Call money If we
you
F. R. Plunkett, manager of the West
per cent; Prime mercanMexican dollars
ern Union office in this city, left this tile paper 44-l-2- ;
for
Sugar 12CT
& Rio 45; Amalgamated 641-4- ;
morning over the Denver
Great Northern, pfd.
Grande, for Eagle's Grove, Iowa, being j Atchison 1091-4- ;
you
New York Central 107
called thither by the death of his fath 126
;
Reading
er. He will be relieved temporarily Northern Pacific '1241-2possible.
1571-4- ;
Southern r;;,; Pacific 117
by Operator Oen of Denver who arUnion
Pacific
78
Steel
176;
pfd.
rived this afternoon..
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DARING EXPLOITS BY
CAPABLE REPORTERS.

Story of a Cincinnati Cub Who Gave
Up His Life in Chamber of
Conflagration.

Com-mere- 'e

Some of the heroes of the
business are known and many are
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
unknown.
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of the party to "be of good cheer and
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battle for what they thought right." his conferees, has found the last word
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We have a special treatise on Old Sores which we will be glad ta
Great Thing for Los Lunas.
come a reporter. The city editor was
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to
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a healthy color, a glow to the skin, irrigation enterprise has been launch- glint of spirit and determination in
his
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heart
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the growing and expanding frames. million dollar project and several unlimited joy by "taking him on."
And so George Frank Hayman beThere may come a few freckles, too, smaller ones are under way in San
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Juan county; and various similar came a reporter.
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beginning of
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He went cheerfully about the work oi foolhardiness; they do not blame each of the fire seasons a definite
care for that, girls! What are a few items of news comes the statement
In fact, they would rather not plan in each of the forests for fire
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The
throbbing of the pulse of the a
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Little did he know that zona.
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large dressing
Waha left Albuquerque to visit the room for women.
headquarters of all the supervisors
H. S. LUTZ,
in New Mexico, the
Agent.
principal object
of the visits being to discuss with the
A. T. & S. F.
Ry.
supervisors plans for the protection
of the forests from fire. It is the plan
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NEW MEXICO POLITICS AND POLITICIANS

THE FORUM

WOMAN
to Him.
Col- "I will go even farther," said
Phoenix,
in
Roosevelt, here and
Of course. The Colonel always did
go even farther and probably alwayswill. If there is any gentleman preswho wants to try to go farther
than the Colonel he is asked to please
rise Albuquerque Journal.
No Limit

emies in his own party as well as
some fairly good friends in the Demo-oncratic ranks, and the country will
need to see some test votes to base
a calculation on the actual line-up- .
it will be a miracle if some mem-en- t
ter 0f Senate or House does not ask
pertinent questions concerning our
relations with Mexico and also Japan
and call for a dray load or two of
documents in the case. Some watch- dog of the treasury will wish to en- quire about the cost of the army and
navy maneuverings, and if the Mexi-fall- s
can problem does not loom large be- fore th special session, it will indeed
be fortunate.
The Congress, once assembled, is
going to do Just what it wishes. The
President's message will be received
and filed, and Congress will proceed
to act according to the political
hunches distributed by the leaders of
both parties on any or all subjects
affecting the campaign of 1912.
The paramount issue before the
special session is the making of political capital for the campaign.
The broader the field of legislative
activity, the better are New Mexico's
chances for a consideration of her
claims to statehood, and there seems
no reason to doubt that both Arizona
and New Mexico will be admitted

CURED

The announcement of the coming
engagement of Olga Nethersole in a
new play at the Elks Theatre on Wed- nesday, March 29th, will be pleasant
news to admirers of the English ac- This season Miss Nethersole
tress.
will be seen here n "The Redemp-- ,
tion of Evelyn Vaudray." by Henri
Bernstein, the author of "The Thief."
She admits the impeachment that she
has been associated in the iiast with
the characterization of women whose
reputations to quote Plnero "were
But her
a little dusty at the hem."
purpose has never been to exploit sin
for the morbidly inclined, but rath
j
the consequences of wrong
jand the way of avoidance,

why is it

in even the worst offenders there is
In Evelyn Vaudray,
better side.
Miss Nethersole believes that she has
found one of her best roles.
Asjde frf)m faer nistronic. friftg o;.
ga Nethersole has always evinced a

a

j

advertising doesn't pay,
that the most successful merchants of every
town, large and small, are
the heaviest advertisers? If
it does not pay, why do the
largest business firms In the
world spend millions In thrt
way? Is it because they
want to donate those millions to the newspapers and
magazine publishers, or because they don't know as
much about business as the
six - for merchant
who says money spent in
advertising is thrown away
or donated to the man to
whom it is paid? Such talk
is simply ridiculous and it
requires more than the average patience to discuss
the proposition of whether
advertising pays or not with
that kind of a man.
IT

"

-

-

Position ry lady as
WANTED
cashier or bookkeeper. Address P. O.
Box 331. Santa Fe, X. M.
?
WANTED A good clerk. One to
'clerk in a genera! store. Must be abla
to speak Spanish fluently and be a
T. D.
Address,
J good salesman.
BURNS. Tierra Amarilla, X. M.

-

towards literature,
bent
strong
Theatre goers are aware of the fact
TYPEWRITERS.
that not only can she deliver very
Vegetable Compound
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Xew
"
the words as written by
(
artistically
Ottumwa, Iowa. "For years I was
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup- the dramatist, but that should a play
Aw, Let Him Alone!
almost a constant sufferer from female
ipiufc.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
of
hers excite any comment, she has
trouble in all its
Colonel Roosevelt has made his
J and rented. Standard makes handled.
a knack of turning out'very striking,
forms:
Arizona
dreadful
on
constitution,
the
speech
All repair work and typewriters guar-- J
shooting imiris all
though most stylish curtain speeches.!
and as predicted, he has taken several
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex-sick
over
my
body,
She
does
not
confine
her oratorical
out of the proposed recall of the
s pi n a
Phone 231.
ehanspheadache,
efforts to matters theatrical for sociojudiciary. Still, there is a lack ot
and
logy has the strongest appeal for the
directness an exhibition of circumlo
depression,
1
versatile artist.
cution in the Colonel's remarks which
everything that was
societies
horrid. ItrWmany
evidence something of a disposition
Olga Nethersole has addressed meet-doctors in different
thm th eywI ings in various European capitals, as
toward sidestepping. What he should
"
fpis
. .
.
parts of the United woman is
anu well as in this country In the interest
a piuar ot
have told the people of Arizona is
MASONIC.
States, but I.ydiaE.
incorin
a
mistake
make
uer ?mpamy of the "Woman's International
that they
Montezuma
Pinkham's Yegeta- - neeus no apologist,
Ixidge
ll
constitheir
ble Compound has goes to the sinner because of her
Xo. 1, A. F. & A. M.
porating this feature in
Organization," of which
undone more for me than all the doctors. misfortune
tution, and that statehood is an
If she has a: times and she is one of the founders.
She had
Regular communi1. r.ort
,1
,
,.11
ii.
Ja a splendid mastery of written words
certainty until it is eliminated. El
in different characters presented
cation first Monday
XVLf,
, , ?
-. ..?1
Paso Times.
of each month at
voufor my cure." Mrs. IIakriet E, scarlet woman in such a way as to as well as spoken, and the greatest
at
Masonic - Hall
524 S. Ransom Street,
enlist the sympathy of her audience, English and American magazines have
Wampler,
Vow!
7.30.
it was not with the feeling of glossing called on her for contributions on the GET RESULT FROM PUBLICITY
Ottumwa, Iowa.
"We are glad to note that rattleH. H. DORMAX,
over sin, she says, but rather because (subject of the stage.
Consider This Advice.
Master.
snakes are disappearing from New
Be
Clear and Orig CHAS. E.
Advertising Should
No woman should submit to a surgiLIN'NEY, Secretary.
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Interestand
mean
which
cal
Sufficiently
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death,
operation,
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Santa Fe Chapter No.
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"Prescott,
different
of
S. SPITZ, 32
"old
boys
among
reached the ears of the
guard," "Hon. Albert M. Sames, Chairman Re- ship
is in the future the further
and thus creating in the
countries
Venerable Master.
which is a matter of indifference to
one looks ahead, the greater will bo
Territorial Central CommitHENRY F. STEPHEN'S, 32
boys, and therefore in the citizens
You see, up here in Ra- publican
the Range.
the
obtained.
results
Ariz:
tee,
Douglas,
of the future, "the entente cordiale."
ton in Colfax county, we have no
Secretary.
It is the man who does not adver
"Dear Sir As you are aware a specmade so
are now
The available timber
candidates.
or who does not do so persist
tise,
ial session of Congress has been cal- Arrangements Scouts ofbeing
America will
that the Boy
of which there is plenty is fortu- led
B. P. O. E.
ently, who will be the first to feel
by the President to assemble on
Santa Fe Lodge Xo.
nately unsmirched by records of ill- - April 4, and at this special session send postal cards to fellow Scouts in
the depression in times of business
service. Nothing to be ashamed of, action
England, Germany, France, India,
460, "B. P. O. E. holds
adversity."
may be taken upon the consti- Australia and various other countries,
Its regular session on
Mr. Gerhardt referred to the wri
nobody to apologize for, hence the tution which has been ratified
by the
the second and fourth
ting of advertising, saying:
Range is in position to make a plea people of Arizona and which is now and that correspondence will be en
of
each
among boys of different
So difWednesday
Begin spontaneously at the vital
for a clean administration.
in the hands of the President and couraged
month. Visiting brothnations.
point. An advertisement should not
ferent, Isn't It?.
Congress.
be written to be admired for or literers are invited and
The idea is to have this exchange
We will have a clean delegation
"It is my opinion that whatever dif,
' ,
'
welcome.
ary show. Results are what Is wanted.
la the legislature of the new state, ferences have hitherto existed or may of correspondence on days that are
A. J. FISCHER,
They must be written to sell the
For instance,
of national Importance.
who will not be devoid of influence, exist
respecting the merits of this conadvertisements
do not J. D. SENA,
goods.
Exalted Ruler,
Many
Baden-Poweis
to
exert
General
It stitution should now be put aside and
and may be counted upon
arranging
contain enough salesmanship. They
Secretary.
for right legislation.
the opportunity afforded by this extra correspondence between the boys of
should contain that which the busiThe advice we tendered is sound, session of Congress to obtain approval England and other countries espe
ness man would tell the customer
St.
23,
for
to
with
the mustard
George's Day, April
and all
the peo- of our constitution, be seized by all cially
were he talking to him 'act to face.
Applied as a poultice for the true advocates of statehood for Ari- for St. George is the patron saint of
ple.
Hackneyed terms should be avoided.
He is
They weaken the appeal. Some merailing ones of the "old guard" it zona, and to this end as chairman of the Boy Scouts of England.
seems to be drawing well. Raton the Democratic Territorial Central anxious that the boys of England
chants are too general, others use
MISS OLGA NETHERSOLE,
from
Elks'
technical terms which the customer
the
should
letters
at
Be
Seen
the
Who
Will
The
Celebrated
youngsters
Emotional
get
Actress
Range.
English
I
to
extend
Committee,
you as chairdoes not understand. This Is harm
Theater Wednesday, March 29 in The Redemption of Evelyn Vaudray
man of the Republican Territorial of other nations on that day, and that
Independent Order of Beavers.
ful in that the outlay is an expense
Waiting Beats Guessing.
Central Committee and to your com- they in turn should answer them. The
Santa
Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
which
cannot
draw
same
the
results
of
The President's message Is looked mittee an earnest invitation to join American idea is to have the boys
session at .8 p. m. Meetings
its
a
as
regular
well
concise
and
1,790
written, clear,
Princeton, Ind
for with considerable anxiety as fore- forces with us in starting immediate other countries write the Boy Scouts POSTAL SAVINGS BANKS
first
'
third
and
Friday. Visiting Brothoriginal advertisement.
1,710
NOT BRILLIANT SUCCESS. Nebraska City, Neb
shadowing the line of action to be and vigorous work for the accomplish- of America on July 4. The leaders of
ers are always welcome.
should
have
advertisement
"Every
1,503
Fla
to
movement
do
Key West,
hope
ment of the achievement.
pursued by the special session of
The ex- the Boy Scout
EDWARD C. BUP E,
enough originality to he recognized,
Do- Rutherford, N. J
1,276
act nature and scope of our work may much in this way towards promoting Raton Has Less Than Thousand
President.
even should the :iame of the imsinefs
N. H
1,179
llars on Deposit
That
However,
Berlin,
international
peace.
be mutually determined when we
Why speculate?
man be displaced and that of a com C. J. XEIS,
S.
D
1,122
a
Is
Starter.
Deadwood,
Only
The President has summoned a Con- have received assurances of your deSir General Robert Baden-PowelSecretary.
petitor substituted."
1.074
in writing about the scheme, says:
Washington, March 21. 'The pos- Klamath Falls, Ore
gress that is overwhelmingly Demo- sire to join us in this work.
Ga
1,018
Brunswick,
been
has
bank
system
cratic in the House, and has bo nar"My idea is that Boy Scouts belong tal savings
F. W. FARMER
"Awaiting an early reply for your
959
row a Republican margin in the Sen- decision in this, and trusting that in ing to places, the name of which com- more successful than reasonably could Raton, X. M
An Advertising Pastor.
Homestead No. 2879.
892
Port Arthur, Texas
In the catalogues for the Lafayette Brotherhood of American Yeoman.
ate that the
progressives this time of our mutual necessities we mences with the same initial letter or have been expected."
826
This- was the comment last night by Guymon, Okla
County (Mo.) fair, appeared the foK Meets Second and Fourth Thursdays,
and Democrats make about a stand-of- t may lay aside all partisanship, and the names of which are similar might
809
lowing unique advertisement:
With Postmaster General Hitchcock on the Cohoes, N. Y
when they elect to work together. labor for the common good of our ter- correspond with one another.
Delgado's Hall.
808
La
New
Iberia,
from
the
obreturns
of
am
to
I
in
the
aim
anxious
a
are
this
forty
also
view,
C. G. Richie
analysis
Unfortunately there
H.
Foreman
ritory, I am,
792
number of old line Republicans who
tain a list of places in various coun eight postal savings banks that have Salisbury, N. C
"Yours respectfully,
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Farmer.
RACKS DON'T FORAFTER
THE
C20
Vt
are not wholly en rapport with adtries to which the Scouts in Great been in operation since January 3. The Montpelier,
"J. P. DILLON,
GET THAT
648
Ark
THE CHRISTIAN CHTTRCH
ministration policies.
reports cover the period from the es- Stuttgart,
"Chairman
Democratic Territorial Britain could write."
577
TIME TABLE ALL
MO.
HIGGINSVITXE,
Bemidji, Minn
The President haa some warm en- - Central Committee."
tablishment to February 28, 1911.
haa a wideawake Sunday school, to
Boy Scouts of America Answer So56G
The aggregate population of all the Houghton, Mich
which the whole country Is Invited.
LOCAL TRAINS
cialist Attack.
545
Classes for everybody.
cities is approximately Grafton, W. Va
are the time tables
The
In answer to the article of George forty-eigh- t
following
The
services
eo
are
not
455
preachln?
SAUERKRAUT CONTAINS THE
MANY WARRANTY DEEDS
Statistical experts of the de- Gulfport, Miss
370,000.
bad.
of the local railroads:
ft. Kirkpatnck, socialist, denouncing
454
Iowa
Decorah,
GERMS OF LONGEVITY.
H. W. HUSTTER, Minister.
RECORDED TODAY. the
have estimated that If the
Leeve
Boy Scout work as a menace to partment
374
F. L. M'CORD, Superintendent
WahpetonN. Dak
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 weston the ground that it postal savings system should be patthe
country
371
when Rumford, Maine
Quite a number of warranty deeds
Any Man Who Is So Fat That He Canbound, No. 10 eastbound.
encourages war, and supports capital, ronized in the same proportion order Ansonia Conn
308
not See His Feet Ought to be
all
were recorded today In the office of a statement has been
When asked what he thought of ad
Returning arrive it Santa Fe 12:10
prepared in the it is established at on money
283
Md
Arrested.
Probate Clerk George W. Armijo. national
deposit after Frostburg,
of the Boy postoffices, the total
P. m.
an
as
to
aid
headquarters
vertlsing
Christianity,
254
Dover, Del
They are as follows. Gregoria Maes Scouts of America.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westRev. Mr. Hunter said: "I am a firm
It says that so- one year's operation would be about Clifton Forge, Va
245
March 22 Rev. Earl and wife to Frank Owen for two and a
Cincinnati,
$200,000,000.
believer in it. I have done a good bound.
not
have
books
read
the
cialists
pre199
C
S.
deal of It and am sure it does good.'
Postmaster General Hitchcock is Newberry,
Flynn, of Berkeley, Calif., told a Y. M. half acres of land in precinct No. 4, pared under the auspices of the Boy
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
C. A. audience in an address on long for $200; from Maude L. Hurt to the Scouts of America and
for the establishment of 250
p. m.
preparing
do
that
they
1
of
No.
Santa
Fe
Perfection
Lodge
Herewith are some bargains offered
life and health:
additional postal savings banks, an ap-7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
Ancient Accepted Scottish Rite of not understand the principles for
of $500,000 having been Dy the New Mexlcan Printing cornNo. 4 and 8 eastbound.
9 westbound;
"The food which contains the long Free
movement
propriation
The
is
the
which
working.
2
Masonry, lot No. near the Mary
Free advertising dont pay.
made by the recent congress for tne pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
at Sama Fe 11:10
arrlv
The man James Mission School for
evlty germ is sauerkraut.
statement
Returning
says:
Boys, con
You usually have to make a fool
or women who keep themselves on a
,
p. m.
The Boy Scout movement is not extension of the system. The list of Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
sideration $400; Eva D. Smythe and
of yourself In order to get it.
will be announced bound, $i; paper hound. 75c. Missouri
D. & R. G. Ry.
diet of this kind, barring any unusual
husband, to the same lodge, lot No. 1 interested In preaching capitalism or cities probably
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
ills, ought to live a century or even $125; George M. Neal, Robert L. Coop- labor. Its business is not to open up soon.
Pleading forms, $5: Missouri Cod
more.
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.
In a statistical statement prepared pleadings,
Sauerkraut Is very nutritious er and Charles D. Miller and wife", to Its activities to the propaganda of
$6; the two for $10.
Zone of Safety.
and should be on the table of every- the same lodge, all their undivided in any specialist subjects or experts. Its by the department, it is shown that Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
New Mexico Central Ry.
"I don't see how I could Insure
Leave 7:30 a. m., connects with No.
body who longs for a long and happy terests In lots 3, 4 and 5 for $2,200. business is not to deal with the prob- Leadville, Colo., has the greatest num- - 0f New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903, your lite. Aviation is a dangerous
34 east and 33 south and west
life.
Also from the Capital Land and Town-sit- lems of production and distribution ber of open accounts 362 and also English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25 calling."
Arrive 8 p. to., with connections
Sheriff's Flexible
full leather $3.
"But, by dear friend, don't you see,
"Any man who is so fat that he
Company to A. H. Prichard of Ok or supply and demand
important the largest total amount on deposit
cannot see his .feet' while walking lahoma, lots 14 and 15 in block 1, on though they may be, neither has It $21,532. Globe, Ariz., stands first in Cover Pocket Dockets, single, $1.25 it puts us out of reach of the automo from No. 33 east; 34 south and west
New bile."
Two meals a Bishop's Heights for $30; from Henry any right to deal with industrial, so- the average balance of the depositors, tW or more books, $1 each.
ought to be arrested.
The New Mexican Frlnttng com- M'xico
Naturally the policy was won.
N.
LeadCourt
to
with
W.
Muller
amount
the
S.
and
$70.63,
Fred
Supreme
Kaune
cial
are
Reports, Nos,
or political questions.
being
enough for the average perday
has prepared civil and criminal
pany
block
2,
22
Com21
and
in
3
10
and
each.
ville second with $5S.7L
inclusive, $3.30
son to eat and remain in a healthy Townsend lots
"Its real purpose is to lay its
dockets especially for the use of JusThe following is a list of postal sav- - pilation Corporation Las, 75 c. Comon the life springs of the growing
To eat more than two Capitol edition, consideration $10.
condition.
Matters of Points.
tices of the peace. They are especialMnnev
meals requires additional sleep. The
hoy in such a way that by the dis- Ine-- hunks anil their denoslts from till at.ion Minine Laws. !n p.
Harlow I'm surprised to hear that ly ruled, with printed headings, in
New
3
of
Mexico
full
28:
(Digest
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Reports,
covering of the latent motives of ser January 'to February
person who eats three meals a da,y
Flushlelgh hasn't returned the ten dol- either Spanish or
made of
Total Amounts sneep, ?e.5U; run list scnooi manus. lars he borrowed of you some time good record paper,English,
needs twelve hours' sleep to refresh Department of the Interior.
vice, which lurks in each boy's
Depository
and dur
6trongly
On Deposit
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. life, he may evolve into the type of
himself."
ago. I always thought he had some ably bound, with leather back and
1911,
17,
March
Colo
$21,253
TO AND FROM RO SWELL.
good points.
covers and canvas sides, hall full
citizenship that the nation needs Leadville,
Though 75 years old, Mr. Flynn is
Notice is hereby given that Lucian- most that an Intelligent and thought- Anaconda, Mont
Barlow Well, so has a paper of index In front and the fees of Justice
13,750
Connections made with Automobile
hale and looks much younger.
on
ita Ribera of Pecos, N. M., who,
9,747
ful attitude may be presented to the Globe, Ariz
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally, pins yet they are apt to stick yo
of the peace and constables printed
All Is Not Lost.
March 11, 1904, made homestead en problems of our Industrial," social and Carthage, Mo
7,802
in full on the first page. The pages
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros
The Khan of Khiva Is no more.
try amended Dec. 2, 1910, No
inches. These books are
are 10
6,508
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros
The Boy Scout move Johnson City, Tenn
political life.
Of him a weeping world's bereft;
for N 2 SW
Sec. 27, SE ment is neither
made up in civU and criminal dockets,
6,114
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves But Boston should not be cast down
nor op- Carson City, Nev
military
A FRIEND IN NEED
NE
and NE
section
SE
For still the Khan of Beans is left.
to anything that does not hurt Ashatabula, Ohio
The
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
6,656
separate of 33 pages each, or with
28, township 17 N., range 12 E., N. M. posed
both civil and criminal bound in one
of the American boy, Dubois, Pa.
and
F
life
between
Torrance
fare
6,109
Santa
the
growing
P. Meridian, has Bled notice of intenbook, 80 pases civil and 320 pages
and
Kan
seeks
To Many a
of
is
Torrance
the
5,108
and
and
between
Brazen
$5.80
it
The
privilege
affording Pittsburg,
Culprit.
tion to make fina?. five year proof, to
criminal. To introduce them they are
with
on
a
auto
was
seats
Roswell
man
Reserve
An eastern
4,672
$10.
charged
establish claim to the land above de the American boy. fair chance for Olympla, Wash
Weak Stomach- a Christmas kiss without mis- offered at the following prices
of all good things, Bessemer, Ala
mobile Dy wire. J. W. Stockard.
attainment
3,929
the
stealing
before
scribed,
I2.7E
Register and Receiver,
tletoe sanction and asl, d the judge if Civil or Criminal .
... 3,336
TJ. S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M., whether they be physical, social, men- Norwood, Mass
Combined Civil and Criming .. 4.00
behalf.
own
in
h.s
couldn't
he
.
.
moveThe
testify
tal or moral.
3,313
Boy Scout
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS.
on the 6th day of May 1911.
Pekln, Jll.
Grape-Nu- ts
For 45 cents additional for a single
"Go ahead," said his honor.
i
ment Is not, as Mr. Kirkpatrlck has Manitowoc, Wis
3,249
Neutralize and remove the poisons
Claimant names as witnesses:
or 65 cents additional for a
redocket,
I
to
Is,"
have
say
"Well, all
...... 2,998 that cause backache, rheumatism, marked
Trinidad Apodaca, Crestino Ribera, said, an organization craftily subsi- Orville, Cal.
FOOD
no combination docket, they will be sent
"that
brazen
the
eaJprlt,
Coeur
dized
Idaho
bladin
......
d' Alene,
nervousness and all kidney and
2,986
Pablo Gonzales, Toribio Gonzales, Enany way whatever."
matter what you fine me the kiss by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
der irregularities.
2,400
Laramie, Wyb
They build up wasn't worth It!"
rique Ribera, all of Pecos, N. M.
fall must accompany order. State
"There is Reason'
If you want anything on earth try Bristol, R. I.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
1,919
and restore the natural action ot
and
plainly whether English or Spanish
fainted
the
plaintiff
these 7ltal organs. Capital Pharmacy. theWhereupon
Provo, Utah
1,890
Register. a New Mexican Want Ad.
..... - ynuM4 heading is wanted.
Judge said "tea days." ;
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WEDNESDAY,

Frank Gormley is advertising Penn- ing in the case of Constable Jose C.
ants today. Do not fail to read the ad. Montoya at Raton,
charged with the
Green Flag Roofing to be found at murder of Jacobo Casados on SaturGOEBELS.
day night last, took place in the court
S3EHEsS3SE5
Homesteader's House Broken Into of Justice Vigil, in Enst Raton. The
Mr. and Mrs. A. Kubena went out court sustained the defendant's claim
Santa Fe, X.
March 22.
to their farm south of Mountainair. that the deed was done in
The weather for New Mexico
j Torrance
the other day and and ordered the accused to be freed
is rain or snow in north por- - X tountt the county,
fence cut in several places, from custody.
tion
and probably
tonight
the house broken into and quite a lot
Mother Demands Child For the
Thursday, cooler in east por- of wearing appar?! stolen.
purpose of demanding the custody of
tion tonight.
Bottling Works Destroyed Fire de- her minor child, Alfredo Cordova,
X X X X X X X
SS S
stroyed the entire plant of the Ste- aged 11 years, Mrs. Estefanita P.
appeared before Probate Judge
With Interest to Date a comedy-dram- phens & Schade bottling works at Clifton, Arizona, and a block of dwelling Manuel Martinez at Las Vegas. The
by Rex Beach at the Elks'
houses adjoining. Poor water service (child is now in the custody of the
The Border Ranger a thrilling dra- handicapped the firemen. The cause father, Juan P. Cordova, from whom
matic photo play of the western fron- oi tne tire is unknown. Jjoss, ?jo,uOU. Mrs. Muniz was divorced, later
tier at the Ejks' tonight.
Chicago and Her Ways On rying Muniz.
Candelario
Case The appeal of
Could a Difficult Little Domestic Friday evening, a lecture illustrated
scare father? Xot much. by a hundred original stereopticon Joseph Candelario. the curio rlpnipr.
problem
Keep your eye on him at the Elks' slides, on Darkest Chicago and Her from the findings of the appraisers
tonight.
Ways, will be given by the Christian who fixed the value of certain land hf
liEndeavor Society of the First Presby- owns near Arroyo Hondo and which
Wedding License A wedding
cense was issued today to Julian
terian church. An admission fee' of was condemned, is being heard this
afternoon before Judge McFie. The
aged 50, and reliciano Gallegos. 10 cents will l)e charged.
land was needed for the Arroyo Honaged 43. both of Santa re.
31
From
to 54 Degrees That was do
reservoir
but Mr. Candelario was
Everyone Should See the beautiful the rane-in tnnnipvntnre vesterdav
..
line of Japanese articles Mrs. New- which was a
amlmt EWard"
with
cloudy
day
,
partly
comer is showing this week at the showers in the
snow
and
vicinity
x
Santa Fe Trail Curio Store.
Md S"
over 1 ho mountains.
The
If You Want a Paying Employment,
8 Methodist Episco-cen- t
relative humidity was 70 per C1fy
average
will give an oyster supper
real estate, bonds, etc., read the adand the lowest temperature last
ii! the basement of the church
vertisement in this issue for the San- night was SS.
Friday,
ta Fe Abstract, Realty and Insurance
March 24, from 5 to 7:30 P. m. Ovs- N. Salmon Wins Suit The case of
ters will be served in stew, scalloped,
Agency.
Dr. J. H. Sloan vs. Xathan Salmon to
New and Interesting Change
of quiet title to some property on Buena fried or raw, as preferred, and there
will be salad, pickles, bread, butter.
program at the Elks' tonight: .With Vista
finished today in the
tea; and coffee to go with them.
Interest to Date; Father Makes Him- district Heights
cake,
court and
McFie decid
self Useful: and The Border Ranger. ed in favor of the Judge
I'nce 35 cents.
Xathan
defendant,
Show at S o'clock.
Tramp Caught in His Own Tran
Salmon on the ground that Dr. Sloan
For Schools,
Coleges,
Homes, had not shown clear title to the land. A tramp was taken by the officers
Autos and many other
Self Defense the Verdict The hear- - from Xo. 4 at Raton upon which he
purposes.
had been stealing a ride from Las Vegas, by huddling upon the stoop of one
of the Pullmans under the closed ves
MINOR

no. 4
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TCPiCS
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Grocery and Bakery
and
GARDEN

FLOWER SEEDS,

ON 1 0 N SETS

Mu-ni- z

a

Nice Fresh

Ems

25c Dz.

--

Fish Received Tuesdays &Thursdays
We are receiving killed to order dry
picked poultry twice a week, try a hen,
spring, broiler, or a turkey THEY ARE FINE.

mar-Darke-

Pa-dill- a

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

Phone No.4.

flf Strength, Purity,

"l
f "f ?

Tht

7?

FOR

YOUR

EASTER

OUTFIT

II
;

j

A

Vanity Bag Will Give an Attractive Finish. What
Could Be More Acceptable For An Easter

Gift for a Lady?
Not Only an Excellent Line of Bags But Everything
in Gold and Silver Ware Flat and Hollow as Well

as Filigree Jewelry. Our Assortment is

Non-Competiti-

PLANT SWEET PEAS,
NOW IS THE TIME

ve.

GIVE US A CALL BEFORE BUYING.

S

SPITZ

j

Manufacturing Jeweler.

Doff your

are "WESTERN SEEDS" and will
grow in this climate better than

Do

any other.

winter hats and put on something
new and Attractive. Don't Let the Ladies out
you.

We Have Just Opened Up Many Crates of New Hate

Now

FOR THE MEN.
Straw Hats, Panama Hats Felt Hat.

ItPays

To Try

In all theNewest
Come- -

TliA CnnU C4
I HG VClMI

1
1

V

OIU1C

::

::

;

,

:.:

isthe time to plant, good early, healthy,
plants
THE SANTA FE HARDWARE

in.

&

First

SUPPLY

COMPANY,-

-

JULIUS H. GERDE5

11 11

U. S. Government Reports,

m

Highest Award
World's Colombian Exposition.

M

jSftctjr

ITear the Standard. Jjj1

tibule.
When found, he was stiff
with cold and cramped in such a position that he was unable to extricate
to the Las Cruces Electric
himself. After a thawing out in the granting
and Ice company a franchise to
Light
city jail quarters, he was permitted construct
and maintain an electric
to nit the trail.
and power system In the
lighting
Was
the
Lamp
Argument As a" re
sult of an encounter between Morris town of Las Cruces, was passed and
Hartnett and Daisy Moore on the east approved. The committee appointed
side, Raton, the first named was seri. to consider and report on the proposed
Telephone
ously cut about the head bv a lamn franchise for the
wnicn was hurled at him by the irate company, announced that it would be
' ready witn a
roman. When taken into custodv-breport thi3 week, but ac
the officers, the man was so weak tion may be dferred by the board
loss of blood that he had to ' t!1 its next rSular meeting, which will
'
011 the "rst; Monday in
have assistance to reach the
April
city be
jail. The woman, wafi taken heforo
District Court at Socorro The reg
the justice and fined $25 and costs.
ular term of district court for Socor
Sheriff Carries Two Guns Sheriff ro county opened at Socorro on MonHerbert ,T. McGrath of Silver City, ar- day, Judge Merritt C. Mechem pre
rived in El Paso Monday afternoon siding. The
grand jury was immedi
and left in the evening with Edwin ately empanelled and set to work and
Baker, who is under indictment there so far has returned no true bills.' The
on a charge of forging a pay check on following officers of the court are
the Mogollon Mines Company. Mc- present: District Clerk W. D.
Grath is probably the only sheriff in
District Attorney John E. Grifthis section of the country who car- fith, Sheriff Geronimo E. Sanchez,
ries two guns. One o these ... he Court Interpreter E. S.
wears in a holster on his right hip Court Crier Elias E. Baca, Stapleton;
John W.
in approved cowboy fashion and the Terry is foreman of the
grand
butt of the other can be seen pro- Miss Pearl Kealer grand jury jury,
stentruding from his lower left vest pock- ographer, C. P. Tiffany bailiff and C.
et. Both of the revolvers are of the A. Baca
interpreter. While there are
same size and neither is a toy. EJ no cases of
special importance to
Paso Herald.
come up this term there is a large
Franchise for Electric Light At a number of minor cases.
special meeting of the board of town i Santa Fe Traffic Is Heavy Santa
trustees of Las Cruces, an ordinance Fe train No. 4, the crack Pullman
i

v

un-fro-

New-com-

train, which runs between Los Angeles and Chicago, passed
through Lamy
in two sections, arriving ten minutes
apart. No. 4 will run through in two
sections hereafter on Tuesday and Fri-da-y
until the rush of traffic ceases,
First No. 4 yesterday carried 71 passengers and the second section carried 85 people, making a total of I5fi
people on the two trains. Passenger
traffic both East and West is enormously heavy at the present time, according to a prominent Santa Fa
transportation man. The Santa Fe is
getting the lion's share of the business both ways," he said. "I don't see
how the Santa Fe grabs the business
from the other transcontinental roads,
but they do that very thing and are
doing ,it more handily than ever before."
Rain General

Over Wide Area

Come on Bovs!
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400 Strangers have just arrived from the various woolen
mills, and these strangers consist of a snappy,
fascinating
magnificent array of Spring and Summer Fabrics.
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We would like to introduce you to every one of them, so if
you will drop around one of these fine Spring da s at our
Informal Gathering, we feel sure that you'll be pleased
to meet them.

Ira

Town

Be true to your personal appearance
and leave your order for a new suit.
MONEY SPENHERTINE IS A GUARANTEED INVESTMENT.

THE BIG
STORE.

NATHAN; SALMON.

It

has been raining at Clovis since 2
o'clock Monday afternoon.
Reports
from the country within a radius of
50 miles say big rains have fallen.
Portales, Ft. Sumner, Melrose, Texico,
Hereford, Tex., and all east New Mexico report best conditions for
crops in
years. It has been raining again in
Tularosa. The precipitation Monday
was 0.28 inches.
A good rain has
fallen in Alto, Lincoln county,
lasting
several hours and was then changed
into a light snow.
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Tri-Stat- e

We have all kinds, and colors, in
bulk, and in packages. Our seeds

Shapes and Fancies.

Whoiesomeness
Established:

THE BIG
STORE.

